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Audiovisual Consulting

Sustainable Design

Technology Planning

Electrical Engineering

Voice & Data Network Configurations

WORK TOGETHER

Reliability Analysis

Procurement
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
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The region's largest and best selection of
classic European style fountains, planters
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we love engineering.
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ARGADE
ARGHITECTURE / DESIGII IN THE NORTHWEST

ARCADE magazine is honored to recognize the support of these generous
contributors to the new Leadership Giving campaign. These civic-minded
leaders have committed to three years of sustained support, building
ARCADE's foundation and capacity to focus in depth on the issues of
design and the Northwest environment. ARCADE takes this commitment
seriously and promises to honor this support, dig deep and work hard.

cAtt ToDAY 206-97t -5596

www.a rca deiou rna l. com

ARCADE invites you to join us in the pursuit of in depth
coverage and debate of Northwest design. Join these leaders
in a sustaining commitment to this critical effort. please
contact ARCADE 206-977-5596. Any donation is welcome
and helps in our on-going leadership campaign. Join in
the fun, be a part of the debate.

LEADERSHIP GIVING GAMPAIGN DONORS

Jim Duncan, Sparling
Liz Dunn - Dunn & Hobbes, LLC
LM N Arch itects
Barbara & M ichael Ma lone
Urban Visions
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THE
ESIRE

ISSUE

ln today's polite society, people relate to objects, ideas, signs and symbols'

typically through their desires. we're forever being provoked, prodded and

seduced into a state of desire and wanting through the promise of a glamor-

ous or better life. we desire - we consume - therefore we are. But, of course,

it,s a setup. our desires will never be fulfilled because once we acquire the

objects of our desire, there will always be something else waiting in the

wings...the wings of our desires (thanks Wim). Ultimately, desire is personal,

obvious, messy...wet. lt's primal. A dog chases its tail.
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As the magazine for the contemporary Northwest design community, the mission of ARCADE

is to provicL an independent voiie foicivic discussion, and a platform to explore and promote quality

design in the built environment.

ARCADE is published quarterly by the Northwest Architedulal Lea8ue, a not'foI-profit educational

organization. Donations to ARCADE are tax-deductible.

contents @ 2Oo5, Northwest Architectural League and ARCADE except as otherwise noted.

All opinions expressed are those of the writers. We make every effort to ensure accuracy, but neither

ARCADE nor it5 \rclunteers or officers of the Northwest Architectural League will be

held liable for errors. Editorial content is guided by the Editorial Committee'

ldeas for articles may be sent to info@arcadejournal.com. We also invite news, calendar entries

of interest to the design community, and suggestions for New Work-all of which may be sent

to the editors listed here.

ARGADE thanks its many community contributors.

Wrrurrn 2005
ARCADE 24.2
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Nrw OnleANS: STREETcA n Nann o DrstBe

Streetcar named Desire is alive and well in the minds of

thousands and thousands of Orleanians. New Orleans

has racial problems and poverty, but it also has soul'

Seattle needs soul. Soul is feeling smelling singing danc-

ing. Soul is not worrying about tomorrow - for today is

alive and well, thank you very much. Soul is people on

porches. Soul is hanging out. Soul is having a comfortable

house, a house that isn't considered an economic invest-

ment but a place where food is eaten, where friendships

grow, babies are made, PeoPle die.

New Orleans was underwater and everyone is talking

about who/why/how to save it' And they are talking

passionately, because New Orleans is unique among

American cities. lt ls a little bit of the Mediterranean and

a little bit of Africa. New Orleans is the luxury of extended

lunches, the wasteful exuberance of the Carnival season,

the lethargy of long afternoons in the shade. lt is a city of

dampness and moss and peeling paint and raw wood. lt

has grit. Seattle is so neat and prim, even the plants stay

in line. I want Seattle to break out of its northern prissi-

ness, to accept some dirt and grit in exchange for passion,

to have street names instead of engineering coordinates.

ln New Orleans, the streets carry names which hold their

own magic: Coliseum, Prytania, Terpsichore, Tchoupi-

toulas, Chippewa, Rousseau and Jackson - names from

lndian tribes, Creek Muses and historical figures.

Seattle is a rich city compared to New Orleans. But the

wealth has been used to confine the city. Outdoor caf6

bars are ringed by little fences; sidewalks are arterials not

sites of encounter. No jostling, no feel of fellow walkers, no

trash/no splash. Retail, restaurant and recreation are all

neat and clean. But is sanitation and order enough? Circu-

lation systems are great, but don't they need a heart?

How does Seattle create art and architecture in the urban

environment when everything is geared to be "correct,"

to not offend. New Orleans is most always incorrect. lt

is dirty sometimes, vulgar often, and riotous. Even Orlea-

nians are frequently embarrassed by the manifestations

of their city. But at the same time they love their city

and few ever leave. Let's hope the Orleanians can keep

their city alive after the disaster of Katrina, repairing and

rebuilding neighborhoods where music thrives and peo-

ple speak poetry. Amerlca needs New Orleans, we all need

to remember that a city is more than a money-making

machine, that a city exists where people are nourished by

memories, music and crav'rfish.

Patricio Tusa Fels grew up in New Orleans and is an orchi'

tect living in the Seottle areo.

I
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lmage courtesy New Orleans

Metropolitan Convention and

Visitors Bureau
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Gallery in progress;The Children's Museum of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT

LEHRlVlAN
CA]VIERON
STUDIO
EXHIBIT PLANNING & DESIGN

153 N. 78 Street I Seattle,WA 98103
206.784.0555 | lcstudio@lehrmancameron.com
www.lehrmancameron.com
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Good Enginearing.

An engineer that listens can make all the difference.
For the past 10 years, Mike wright has focused his engineering skills on seismic issues
as they relate to new and existing buildings, while listening cisely to his clients and
providing then with workable, cost-effective solutions for their projects.
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lylA Wright LLC

Helping clients make the right choices for their structures.

1 1 01 East Pike Street

Second Floor

Seattle, WAgB122

Phone: 206.322.6354
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AIA S arrle 2005 ruon Awa

Jon Taylor of Callison,chair of this year's AIA Honor Awards

for Washington Architecture awards Program commit-

tee, said he drew inspiration from Lewis Mumford's t9z4

work Stlcks & Stones, A Study of Americon Architecture

and Civilization, in which Mumford berates "architec-

ture for photographers" that rarely relates to the people

occupying it. "Sticks & Stones" became the theme of

this year's Program.

But on awards night, the photography flashing before

us in the Pre-Program show at Benaroya Hall showed a

bumper crop of arresting architectural images - mostly

houses. Before the winners were announced, jury mem-

bers Shirley Blumberg of Toronto, Brian Healy of Boston,

and Julie 5now of Minneapolis talked about values like

innovation and refinement and the important opportuni-

ties that single-family dwellings represent in the design

world. Then they passed over almost all of the houses

to hand out awards to multi-family industrial, institu-

tional and civic projects. While recognizing these with

"Commendation" or'Award of Merit," the jury gave the

only "Honor Award" to an exPansive dwelling designed

for George and Laurie Schuchart by Suyama Peterson

Deguchi with clean geometry and dramatically unfolding

outer and inner courts.

As an observer and participant in design juries over the

years, I know that it is very difficult to evaluate innova-

tion, refinement - or any other design criterion - when

faced with large, complex projects like schools, corporate

offce buildings or hospitals. So they don't seem to get a

fair shake in award programs, even though their impact

on the overall environment is very significant and we all

want them to be responsibly and responsively designed'

The problem of getting respect for these large, overbur-

dened projects has been the subject of numerous discus-

sions about the value of design awards programs and

their relevance to the profession of architecture.Thejury

seemed to be making up for lost time by passing over the

$7oo per square foot houses to recognize architects who

work with delimited budgets, big programs, multiple

clients and urban sites. A shift to include more of the lat-

ter is not surprising.

But this program seemed more like a backlash. Combined

with their spare award distribution, the jury's silence

sent a message that certain projects and project types

can stand for societal values, like "housing alternatives,"

The 2oo5 AIA Honor Awards for washington Architecture program incorporated a design

competition for a memorial to Seattle's homeless dead, whose numbers continue to mount

as we enter another economic boom. lt was managed by University of Washington professor

Steve BadanesThe winning concept, produced by a team ofyoung architects at Callison, in-

volves permanent cast-in-place concrete footprints in scattered sites, along with a moveable

memorial of bronze footprints that define a de-facto shrine.

(Nordheim Court, by Mithun)," "civic pride," (Seattle City

Hall by Bohlin Cywinski Jackson/Bassetti Architects),

"modern industry," (The Boeing Company, Renton, by

NBBJ), "quality education," (Nathan Hale High School

Performing Arts Center by Mahlum Architects), and even

"humane incarceration," (Snohomish County Jail Expan-

sion, by NBBJ) - all award winners in the commendation

and merit categories.

These were all clearly good projects, and the new City Hall

is well known to most. But we strained to understand

exactly what had moved the jury about these buildings'

Aside from the spare wording of their formal 'lury com-

ments" - read by moderator Brian Carter, architecture

dean at the University of Buffalo - the jurors (architects,

all) had nothing to say. Left with little more than photos,

and no direct description to convince us that the jurors

really loved these projects, the audience had to read be-

tween the images and the lines on the program' Here's

the way I would sum uP the message:

You con design for weolthy patrons who build second

homes all over parudise. But you'd better be really, really

good. tn the meontime, remember thot architecture is also

about whole societies ond their values. Let the media Jeost

their eyes on the beautiful houses, ond let the owner/po-

trons eot cake. Butthe award stand is closed,and the goods

have been redistributed.

The hundreds of architects in the awards night audience

work day after day to produce an experience, one that

can be shared by anyone who visits the buildings they

design. This is one of the few architecture juries in the

nation that actually visits the projects they recognize,

according to AIA Seattle executive vice president Marga

Rose Hancock. Braced by Mumford's critique of architec-

ture and image, shouldn't this panel have been prepared

to tell us what they experienced? Architecture doesn't

have to be a personal possession to please.

The best architecture is even better if it is loaded with pub-

lic purpose and symbolic value. But why go there? Maybe,

after visiting the projects, the next jury will tell us.

Clqir Enlow writes about design, the environment and

related political issues. She is a freelonce journalist and

columnist for the Seattle Daily Journal of Commerce.

above

Photo by Ed Sozinho/
Pro lmage PhotograPhY
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lmage courtesy
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Barbaro Swift, John Fleming and former Seottle Moyor
Poul Schell discuss civic buildings,transportation ond what
makes life more than survivol.This is the second of o two-
port interview (see ARCADE z4.t/September,o5for part l).

Crvrc Movrs

P5: You need to declare victory in smaller elements. The
little moves, collectively, make greater progress in the
long run than the grand gesture.

JF: Bradner Gardens helped build a community and was
good architecture. The architects connected with the
neighborhood. They recognized that a simple garden can
aspire to something higher. ls this the kind of small move
you are talking about?

P5: Bradner Cardens was a big victory. The students,
neighbors and architects changed the neighborhood
forever. lt required involvement on the part of the com_
munity. A city where everyone feels a sense of ownership
and responsibility is the goal. lt is not a piece of legisla_

tion or a new transportation system. The grand gesture
is almost always out of date by the time it comes. The
Alaska Viaduct is a grand gesture.

BS: One of the legacies of the neighborhood planning
effort is that the individual communiiles had to negoti-
ate what they wanted to do. As a result, neighbors can
talk to each other in a way they could not before.

PS: There's a lot to be learned there and Seattle was the
leading edge. lt's something to be proud of. lt goes back
to what we talked about earlier. you,ve got to find a way
to talk to people that doesn't make them feel stupid, so

they see architecture and design professionals as people
they can rely on and trust.

There are a few big issues in the community: housing
affordability and managing growth, adding density and
preserving a healthy community. Change isn,t welcome,
it's inevitable. The question is, "How do we manage
change and preserve the qualities of community that
make this a special place?"

The big issues on the grand scale are transportation and
education. Our education system is a rgth-century system
operating in a zrst-century world. lt requires incremental
change to improve it and some thoughtful discussion
about how we teach our kids so they succeed. We,re fail_
ing big-time.

Tnatsponrarror

PS: We've spent ten years in this town arguing about the
technology, forgetting that what we,re really trying to do
is create a system that gives people options to the car.
Rather than fight a bout the form ofthe wheels, we ought
to figure out how all these lines work as a system. What
we've got is stupid. Downtown we have buses, ferries, a

light rail, a trolley, a monorail and an air system. That,s
seven or eight systems each with their own government
and tax base. Without significant pressure to partner,
each wastes a lot of money. We are being killed by trans_
portation solutions.

Everybody got intimidated because the monorail was
proposed by a grassroots alliance. The papers opposed it,
the politicians were terrified of it, myself included. I took
several hits for saying,"This is dumb." ln the end you duck,
which is what the current administration is doing.

I am not against the Monorail. I am against the fact that
we were building yet another system that didn,t connect
to our other transportation systems. lt had its own gov-
ernment and would end up disappointing the citizens
who wanted to buy something that would give them
more choices.

JF: lf there could be one system who would govern it?

Rrcrorult Govrnurrrrut
P5: Maybe it is time for a deeper discussion. l,ve thought
our counties are obsolete - three counties serving one
region. lt's inefficient, ineffective and they,re going broke.

I think the main goals of a regional government could be
growth management or smart growth, regional trans_
portation, regional courts and jails. Don,t get into local
zoning and local elements. Be the umpire. lndianapolis
has a regional government. portland is similar.

This is a case where it's got to be a collaborative effort.
lf it doesn't come from the architecture and planning
professions, where's it going to come from? lt could

come from the School of Public Affairs, but anything that
comes out of the universities, politicians suspect. lt,s got



to come from the grassroots' lt has to be an alliance' On

this, the natural allies are business, the Chamber of Com-

merce a nd tra nsportation advocates.

It's much easier to organize a fight than to make stuff

happen. lt's a long distance game. You take small

wins and you keep plowing ahead. Stopping something

is a different strategy. Nothing's wrong with forming a

group for the purpose of formrng a regional constitu-

ency. The arts form a potentially powerful constituency'

That's another place where there could be a regional

support base.

B5: I see alliances between Allied Arts, FutureWise, Peo-

ple for Puget Sound, the ULI and others.These Sroups are

new or have been rejuvenated'

JF: You mentioned the Sierra Club as a Sroup with strong

influence [see ARCADE z4.r]. Most of its members live in

the urban fabric.

P5: lthink the most influentia I environmenta I group is the

League of Conservation Voters. They see themselves as

the political arm of the environmental community. They

have relationships with Labor and are politically savvy.

On this governance issue,you might find some unnatural

allies in people like Tlm Eyman and those against Sovern-

ment waste.

Ctvrc Butrottttc

PS:We haven't talked about civic buildings. l'm very proud

of what we got done. Each has a different function and

strategy. The Opera House was a rebuild, and the money

went inside because that's where the performance hap-

pens. The outside is an entrance sequence that was done

well by Katherine 6ustafson. For the Library we wanted

something that could compete with the stadiums. This

is a literate, thoughtful town and we wanted something

lha nge isn't welcome, it's inevita ble. The

I uestion is, "How do we ma nage cha nge

rnd preserve the qualities of community

:hat ma ke th is a specia I place?"

that would make people's jaws drop.We wanted intellec-

tual building for this intellectual city. I think Koolhaas did

a good job. You see the building in ads all the time, and

the library is a tourist destination.

City Hall had a different agenda. lt had to be comfort-

able but also out-there and intellectually challenging'

We wanted something green and high-tech and old-shoe

and civic all at the same time' When you think about the

building in that context, it is a community builder. City

Hall is a source of civic pride' Civic architecture should

set the standard and inspire the private sector to some-

thing higher.

R.ectoNaL Coaapantsols

JF: Are there lessons we may learn from Vancouver

or Portland?

P5:They've done a much better job of in-fill housing' Port-

land has a public development agency that's been a part

of that. Business districts should include a significant

amount of housing, helping to solve our transportation

problem. Why shouldn't the place you work be as nice as

the place you live? lt is an affordable housing strategy

and a transportation strategY.

Explain to people in simple ways: Hey, it's another car

that's not on the road; the guy can walk to work! lt's

cheap; you don't need to pay anything for the land or

the infrastructure! This encourages affordable housing.

People get it.

Things like Whole Foods and Starbucks are community

builders. lntegrate them. This whole idea of a separa-

tion of uses in our zoning code is a rgth-century idea. lt

extends from the time when the places people worked

weren't fit to live in.

.lF: lt goes back to what you were saying in the beginning.

Bring a school, a supermarket to these areas, the housing

willfollow. People will want to live there.

PS: And early education and open space, so people can

breathe. These are the things you need to be out there

pushing. People need to get over whining about the poli-

ticians. They're not going to be leaders. And if they are,

they're not going to be around long. That's just the way

it is.

Acttors

P5: Stop complaining about the press...l have a hard time

doing that...l'm so disappointed in the press. They're a

dying business just trying to survive. Use blogs, email

lists, and community forums... Build alliances. Rather

than speaking to impress your Peers, learn how to speak

to your clients.

Life is more than just surviving it. You've got to figure

out a way to have a rich experience.The goal isn't money.

You're going to find more joy in life when you find ways

to make the place better than it was when you found it.

I think it's there in the young people. r

Barbara Swrfi is principal of Swrft & Company in Seattle.

John Fleming is a partner with rbf Architecture in Seattle.
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Joseph Schollmeyer is an architect from portland now
with the London branch of Rafael Vinoly Architects. Earlier

this year, he traveled to Sri Lanka with Architects Without
Borders, designing and building a school in the village
of Bata Atha, in the Hambantota District. As he passed

through Portland on his way to London, we asked him
about the role of architects in post-disaster circumstances.

The name Architects Without Borders draws inevitable
comparisons with Doctors Without Borders - is there
any similarity?

Yes and no. lt's a stretch to borrow the moniker,,Without
Borders" from doctors, since the essential life saving ser_

vices doctors provide are worlds apart from the more
esoteric and intellectual services of architects. Where
doctors are pretty much 8o percent action and zo percent
talk, architects tend to reverse that percentage, which is

certainly not as helpful.

How do you think architects can best fit into a situation
like the one you were part of?

There's a desperate need for massive amounts of rebuild_

ing and everyone is in a big hurry to get it done, so the
planning is often completely irresponsible. ln Sri Lanka,

the replacement of destroyed towns began with a

knee-jerk government-imposed roo-meter setback from
the sea, resulting in former coastal towns being rebuilt
miles inland on plots of land that were simply scraped

bare. The government planning strategy amounted to
having donors write checks to pay for 5o, too or 2oo
houses, then picking a floor plan from a plan book,

randomly overlaying a Western grid onto the parcel, and
just building rows and rows of these things. There was

little to no real thinking about making a viable commu-
nity. At one level I can understand how difficult it must
have been for the government, having to build hundreds
of towns at once. But it just wouldn't have taken that
much more time to do a little long-term planning. This is

really what we were hoping to do, but were prevented by

their Kafkaesque bureaucracy.

5o in the end, politically or culturally, is it appropriate
for architects from another culture to rush in after a
disaster, or might they be better employed in a pre-

ventative role?

Architects are much better suited to disaster prepared-
ness, rather than rescue service, and yes, it is a problem
having them fly in and impose their prejudices on a dif_
ferent cu ltu re, especia lly one with long-sta nd ing build ing
traditions deeply tied to that culture - I witnessed a lot of
this and it was disturbing. Medicaltechniques are univer-
sal, the built environment is anything but.

What exactly did you end up doing there?

We designed and helped construct a school addition. lt,s
a complicated story, but because of some political con-
nections, the local authorities left us alone, which was
unusual. This allowed the project to be more grassroots
than normal, without the thick layer of bureaucracy
between us and the villagers, so the school - although
built from a standard government-issued plan - ended
up much better suited to their needs. And we improved
on the standard construction methods seen all over Asia;
the stone rubble, bricks and mortar, and asbestos roofs.
We proposed cast-in-place steel-reinforced concrete for
the foundation and structure (with donated cement),
concrete block infill and a tile roof.The laborers were skill_

ful and ingenious with low-tech construction methods,
cutting rebar with a hacksaw, bending it by hand, and
mixing concrete with shovels on the ground, achieving a

surprising degree of accuracy.

We were fortunate to meet the architect Mahanama
Premetilika, former assistant to the well-known architect
Ceoffrey Bawa. He became a great friend and mentor for
the whole process, saying to us, "you came all the way
from America to help my country, it's the least I can do.,,

What skill set of an architect would be most useful
at that time and place, assuming you had the freedom
to use it?

It has to do with the architect as facilitatol more than
as designer; understanding what's really there culturally,
seeing all the social layers and interactions that exist,
and then being able to analyze and understand all that in
some comprehensive way, eventually bringing the right
people together to create what's needed.

Do you plan to return to Sri Lanka?

lU love to go back one day to see kids using the school we
worked on, and maybe one day I will. But not for a while

- it's awfully hot there. r

JM Cava is an architect in Portland who teaches, writes and
designs buildings and gardens.

bottom left
Joe and Kamal at school:
shows me and Kamal, the
local villager who acted as

foreman and translator. We
were lucky to meet him. He
had construction experience,
and was one of the few locals
who could speak english.

center
Boats washed up: one of
many boats seen in the
strangest places after the
wave deposited them on land.
Found along main road which
hugs the south coast.

bottom right
Joe at work: shows me
in makeshift office in existing
school house on on building
site. I used t.square to draw,
plus communicated by
drawing on the chalkboard
extensively. Luckily arch-
itectural drawing conventions
seem to be universal, because
builders u nderstood drawings
even if I couldn't speak
to them.

Photos courtesy of Joseph Schollmeyer
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Arcbi tect ural Consulting

WVIW. ARTIF ACTS-INC. COM

l602 Dexter Ave. N. Suite 3 SEATTLE WA 98109
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They all use it. Shouldn't You?
When so many talented designers choose the same architectura

design software to drive business forward, it's more than a

ro

you may be mtsstng ol

Norks Architect offers

r

BELT COLLINS
Lo ndsco pe Architecture

j
uncommon value. Your competitors are taking advantage of

top speed, as well as superior production and presentation

capabilities-plus, seamless integration of 2D, 3D and building

data. Shouldn't you?

Call 1 -877-202-791O or visit www.vectorworks.net/arcade

to find out more.
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With the creative invention of our multi_cultural chefs
and the natural bounty of ingredients from our seas and
shores, Vancouver is becoming one of the great restau-
rant cities of the world. But despite the wonders that
show up on our dining-out plates, the interior designs of
our restaurants have been strictly grey mystery meat and
over-boiled potatoes.

Over the past decade, the brutal cost squeeze of our
extreme real estate market has limited creative restaura_
teurs in more ways than one. Vancouverites pay Canada,s
highest housing prices on less than Canada,s highest
wages - we spend half our net income on shelter these
days, therefore putting a lid on hikes in menu pricing in
a competitive dining scene. Restaurateurs are left with a

tough equation: improving the look of their premises has
to be "financed" by a reduction in the quality of ingredi-
ents or portion sizes they put on the table.

Despite the challenging climate, four restaurants that
opened in Vancouver over the past eighteen months
have sprinkled some much-appreciated garam masala
into our heretofore bland dining rooms.

FEENIES, Wrsr BRoaouv
Hands down, lower-rents-than-downtown West Broad-
way has become our leading eating street, as there is

hardly a top loca I din ing room not within six blocks of it. At
the hub of this is the complex of three restaurants run by
star chef Rob Feenie. Feenie is almost the only Vancouver
restaurateur who balances innovative design with consis-
tently high quality invention from his kitchen team.

Design-wise, my favorite of the three is the upscale Coth
esthetic of his Lumiere Tasting Bar.This is one long corridor
connecting the front door to the haute cuisine main din-
ing room, and half the fun in this modish room is checking
out the sartorial flourishes and dining partner choices of
the power hitters on their way to the main room.

My least favorite is the more down market Feenie,s, with
its designer versions of dogs, burgers and that gloppy
fast food standby from euebec, poutine. Feenie,s is so

zoo3 it hurts, with its "Kill Bill', effect of dried_blood_
colored wrapped walls set off with fuzzy light fixtures
with the hue and texture of fake blonde wigs. But then a

link with boy wonder movie director euentin Tarantino is

a natural for Feenie and his designer, David Hepworth, as

both Vancouverites have a similar flare for the dramatic
on the plate and on the walls, and both gentlemen saw
success at a young age.

RANGOLI'S, Gnanvllre ano Wrsr llrx
lf Feenies interior looks like "Kill Bill," the new take_out
caf6 Vikram Vij has opened next to his wildly successful
eponymous restaurant is a high_tech Bollywood produc_
tion, a Bangalore-shot, all-singing, all-dancing playback
remake of Stanley Kubrick's zoor.

Rangoli means "painted prayer" in Hindi, and the prayers
of many of us have been answered, as this is the best_
designed new restaurant and tastiest takeout joint to
open in this city in years. On a tour, ever_gracious host
Vikram Vij points out that everything but the walls and
skylights were removed from what was once Max,s
Delicatessen to shape his re-conceived new deli, which
he corrects to "New Delhi" after tactfully glancing at
my interview notes.

This room is as bright and metallic as the stainless steel
Tiffin sets that are used to deliver hot lunches all over the
Sub-continent. lndeed, designer Marc Bricault has even
conceived Rangoli's food packaging and custom rack dis_

play systems. Both of these are inspired by kitchenware
from the 5ub-continent, the racks shaped into a highly
abstracted elephant, carrying a load of Rangoli_branded
spices for sale.

The elephant motif pops up on the tops of the custom-
designed tables, the give-away being the over_sized
pachyderm "eyes" a nd sq u int-a nd-you-ca n-see-it,,tru n ks,,

on each. Ceramic tile the colou r of a Rajasthan d ust storm
lines the floors and walls of Rangoli,s.

A Franco-Ontarian who is largely self-taught as an indus_

trial, graphic a nd interior designel Bricault,s thorough ness
and attention to detail for everything Rangoli (he is

responsible for the men u typogra phy, the pVC plastic food
takeaway pouches printed in Korea, the checkerboard
steel and acrylic porous wall between prep kitchen and
dining area, and much more) is a stunning demonstration
of the business value of investment in design.

LIFT, CoAr Haneoun

When the Vancouver- and Calgary-based Monk Mceueen
Restaurant Croup bought the rights to develop a rare

on-the-water restaurant site from a previous group
of investors, they hired Smart Design to come up with
a concept and name. "Lift" was inspired by the boat lifts
that elevate yachts at high-end marinas, like the ones
in Coal Harbour. But grousing Vancouver designers have
since taken to calling this flashy marina-side eatery
"the well-named lift restaurant." This is because so

many of its architectural details seem to be ,,lifted,,

from previous creations.

For example, Lift's standout nighttime design feature is a

backlit honey-colored onyx-stone bar. But Marc Bricault
designed an almost identical backlit honey-colored onyx_

stone wall feature behind Vij's bar four years ago. Lift,s

maritime-inspired exterior architecture - with the sweep
of its cable-supported forms and metallic surfaces _ are
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Photo courtesy of Rangoli's

Watermark at Kitslano Beach

Photo by Alan KaPlanas

at least cousins if not clones of previous buildings around

False Creek. Lift's architectural genes can be traced back to

Peter Ca rdew's Ja mes Stirling-inspired boaty town houses,

and Bing Thom's freighter-like False Creek Yacht Club'

Project designer Al Johnson of Downs Archambault

Architects counters that his design attempts to reconcile

the corporate architecture around it - like the adjacent

Westin's hulking convention wing, which he designed

- with the floating fortunes that obscure views of the

actual water between Lift and Stanley Park. Polished

aluminum panels tastefully contrast horizontal slats of

rare tropical woods.

The choice of tropical woods is appropriate, given that

former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad has

moved into an adjacent condo. When in power through

the r99os, Mohamad was noted for his campaigns

against the lnternet and for rumbling about restrictive

dress codes for women in his majority Muslim nation.

NoW when spending part of the year in Vancouver, Dr.

Mohamad will look down upon the bare shoulders of

babinskis sipping cosmos on Lift's rooftop bar, capacity

58.This dockside diorama says everything about Vancou-

ver, circa 2oo5: moneyed Asian real estate investor meets

Westcoast lifestyle; Puritanism sets its permanent gaze

upon exhibitionism.

There is less to look at inside the 5oo-square-meter res-

taurant - more of those rare tropical woods, an aquarium

for kids of all ages, plus sliding glass walls that disappear

in good weather to link the t4o seats inside with the 50 on

the outside decks. Johnson was obliged to set his design

over a pre-existing pad, making interior spaces tight, a

set of intimate rooms around a winder stair to the roof-

top drinking zone, washrooms and a second service bar.

This second bar makes it easier for regular-guy patrons,

much in evidence, to send over drinks to the babinskis,

with "May I offer you a Lift" being the most popular line

to both open - and close - an evening up there'

WATERMARK, Kttstt rrro Beacx

The boldest and most refined architecture of the four

comes from Tony Robins'long-gestating Watermark, ris-

ing up from the footprint of the former Kitsilano beach

fish-'n'-chips stand.

Born and educated in Great Britain, Robins is one of the

most original but unknown designers in Vancouver. lf

Canada were not one of the most talent-averse, inno-

vation-inhibiting countries going, Robins would be as

famous as Daniel Libeskind, and he would have building

commissions like that other architect with a deep inter-

est in films and film-making, Rem Koolhaas.

It's been a decade since Robins has completed a building

- a series of Japanese restaurants in Kitsilano, Whistler

and Japan. During this sabbatical from conventional

architectural practice he has been writing screenplays

instead, and has had several optioned by Hollywood,

including the fanciful tale of the secret re-building of a

second EiffelTower.

Taking seven years to secure approvals and complete

construction in a city park on the Kitsilano waterfront,

Waterma rk's resu lti n g a rch itectu re is worth eve ry m i n ute.

The real test of Tony Robins's design skill at Watermark is

its simplicity - lesser hands would have futzed it up, dis-

tracting from the brilliant views and verdant park setting.

The proportions of columns, window mullions, even the

width of the exterior deck are profoundly right, making

natural beauty even more beautiful in its framing by a

sympathetic intelligence. Much of Watermark's finesse is

invisible, as every inch of it was shaped to diminish nega-

tive impacts to view corridors and heritage trees in this

west-facing park site.

Robins concedes he "had a bit of fun" with the all-glass,

sentinel-like elevated lifeguard's meeting room north of

the main restaurant. I hope this room can occasionally be

used for dining, or even better, let's convene sessions in

that glorious space where future architects ca n show their

designs to dug-in residents objecting to anything other

than trees, sand and jogging trails in our urban parks.r

Architecture criticTrevor Boddy ofJers his opintons monthly

about design and urban development issues, and he wel-

co m e s yo u rs : t revbod dy@ h otm a i l.co m.
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Cloudia Meyer-Newman is Professor of Designat Cornish College of the Ntsond received

her MFA in photography at the San Francisco Art lnstitute. Prior to iaining the faeatty at

Cornish she wos Senior Designer at Methodologie in Seattle.
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ly Walker

re. lt's a sensation the majority of (all?) animals share Narcissus believed that what he desired - himself - was

something he could possess, when in reality, what he

desired was humanity, which cannot be possessed - only

borrowed while we inhabit our lives.This issue of ARCADE

scratches the surface of the designed and built manifes-

tations and accommodations of desire we encounter in

our daily lives.

sex toy with

Mother's Vibr

high-designer examples in

rator."including humans. An unsatisfied longing or craving;

n expression of this; a request; sexual appetite and

; something desired. lronically, the archaic definition Urban ecology professor and Seattle Monorail Board vol-

unteer Kristina Hill takes a critical look at what contem-

porary Northwest cities want but can't have: "Take artsy

neighborhoods for upwardly-mobile professionals... How

are people who work 5o+ hour weeks to afford lofts and

other slick new digs going to make any interesting art?

Potato prints, maybe." lnternationally published author

Rebecca Brown writes that "Extreme Reading is a kind of

being a cannibal.You take a book, like a piece offood, and

eat it.""Everytimeyou read a bookyou read whatyou de-

sire. Every book you read includes the story of your life."

ln "Desiring the Act," by his own admission photogra-

pher Michael Burns is "addicted to depiction." He desires

the act of photographing - observing through a camera

lens - more than the resulting photographs themselves;

he wants his subjects "to tell their own story" as he gets

"out of the way."

desire is to pray. To supplicate...an idea or thought.

honor the privilege to pray, some pilgrims journey

ng distances on their knees. A demonstration' The

nd of knees walking. Softer. Desire. A softer sound.)

razy. More strangely, a book I love, Arcade Dictionary of Writer Charles Mudede tells the story of one summer in

the lives of two lovers in Seattle.The result of sating their

sensual needs "ln Public" places is "...the eroticization

of what was initially a desire-less city." ln "Landscape of

Desire" San Francisco architect Bonnie Bridges recounts

a current project whose program must speak to the vis-

ceral desires of its patrons: the etrvironment should pro-

voke shoppers to feel as though they're on vacation in a

flora 'n'fauna-infused locale - the air will be fragrant...

birds will be singing. Art critic Regina Hackett ruminates

on the commodification of desire in "Love for Sale." Hack-

ett concludes that "There is no pure desire untouched by

commerce..." ln "surface: Welcome to the Age of Desire,"

graphic designer Jason Tselentis also delves into the cul-

tureof consumerism and desire bywayof mass-marketed

fetishes such as the iPod, BlackBerry, BMWs and fashion.

And industrial designer Alex Diener compares the stereo-

rd Origins,notes:"The underlying etymological mean-

g of desire is something of a mystery...before the word

enoted'wanting,' it signified'lack."'What we don't have

r possess, we desire.

today's polite society people relate to objects, ideas,

;ns and symbols, typically through their desires. We're

rever being provoked, prodded and seduced into a state

desire and wanting through the promise of a glamor-

us or better life. We desire - we consume - therefore

are. But, of course, it's a setup. Our desires will never

fulfilled because once we acquire the objects of our

esire,there will always be something else waiting in the Now, then...what do you desire? r
ngs...the wings of our desires (tha n ks Wim). U ltimately,

is personal, obvious, messy...wet. lt's primal. A dog

its tail.

Kelly Walker is the Editor of ARCADE.
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From your eyes but let me suck
Sensuous passion, sensuous glow.
Ah! Now, I have seen you look
You shall watch my life,s blood flow...
-Karl Marx
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My Lover's Window. On another June night, we were

underneath the monstrous Freeway park, on a street
called something like Bubble place. The involved traf.
fic roared around us. Not far from where we stood and

kissed and groped, was a strange window (maybe the
strangest window in all of Seattle) which,from the park!
artificial waterfall, one can see the traffic on l-5 rush by

Looking into this window is like watching your sleepinp

lover's dream from a discovered window under her hair
The thing that dreams in Freeway park's window - which
is yellow, cracked in certain parts, and situated in a smal

recess over which water flows like transparent waves ol

hair - is the city itself. The city dreams of traffic streams.

Maker's Marxism. Right after the night we smoochec

and fumbled in the middle of a discovered park, I wenl
to the Twilight Exit and read a very short book on Mar>

by Terry Eagleton, whose most popular book, lntroduc
tion to Literature, I had reread and re-enjoyed the weel
before (and also recommended to you after we fucked ir
the bushes of another park at the top of eueen Anne - or

was that even a park? Was it someone's property thai
had the big bush that sheltered our prone position - lor
the ground holding your skirt-covered waist; you on top
with hot hands on my shirt and hips shifting and shaft
ing?).The little book is simply called Marx and is part o

Routledge's excellent "The Creat Philosopher's Series.

It took me five Maker's Marks to complete Eagleton,:

pleasant and short study of the most sensual Europear

philosopher ofthe rgth century.
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The Birth of Our City. Four years before the previous
century closed, I began in June what would become a sea-

son-long love affair with a young woman who had not
yet departed the finalyear of her teens. She lived with her
estranged mother in a small Mount Baker home; l, who
was about to enter the dead middle of my zos, lived in
a downtown studio apartment with a rather lazy cousin

who wasted his days watching professional sports. The
path to satisfying my and my lover's sensual needs was
repeatedly obstructed by two stubborn facts: one, with
the exception of brief visits to a corner store to purchase

what constituted his entire diet (candy and Coca-Cola),

my cousin never left the apartment; two, my lover was
immoral in all matters but one: she refused to stain her
mother's often-empty home with the sin of our sex.

Failing to find a reliable private interior, we hunted for,

and became intimate in, emptied or obscured public
places: closed city parks, ladies' lavatories in downtown
hotels, buildings with shadow-obscured recesses, roof-
tops that rose well above other roof tops, and forgotten
back staircases in big apartments whose locked main
doors were suddenly opened by a departing (and usually
uneasy) tenant.

The Ruins of Nihonmachi. One June night, we were in the
Japanese garden at the edge of what remained of Nihon-
machi. Under the film of the full moon, there we stood
before something that was once bright and becoming.
The lnterment Camps extinguished the lights of this mini
city within our mid-sized city many years ago. All that
remained of LittleTokyo (or betteryet,TinyTokyo) was the
still open (but always cold) Panama Hotel, with its cheap-

ish rooms, spring-worn white beds, abrupt bathrooms,
and Scandinavian landlady, who speaks fluent ltalian.
There's also the Maneki Restaurant, whose small bar
resembles one I have seen on an Ozu film - was it Tokyo

Monogatari, or Tokyo Twilight? But, my dear, how did we
find ourselves in that street-lit garden or form around
ourselves that transparent bubble which, as if blown out
of the park by the open mouth of a floating torii, carried

us above the shady phantoms, the brick bulks, and the
heavy breathing of this city's lnternational District?

After Being With You. Often after seeing you, kissing you,
leaving you there in the night, I would go to my apart-
ment, my room, my bed and fall asleep. Six hours later,

lU wake up with the fresh phantom of your body pressed

against me. lt was the dub of you. Of your presence

(standing on the busy corner, sitting next to me in the
empty bar,your lips in the ladies room)there was now an

auratic absence - a faintly breathing after-being absorb-
ing like something made of glass the aureate light of
a sun now fully in the window just beyond the foot of
my sleigh-framed bed, which at that brilliant moment
seemed to have just arrived from the nothingness that I

had journeyed to minutes after seeing you, kissing you,

leaving you there in the night.

Charles Tonderai Mudede
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The Olmstead Brothers. I still think about that warm

August night. We were in the park, sitting on a picnic

table, looking at the beginning and the end of the city:

to the west of us were the phantom-large cargo ships

heading toward or away from Harbor lsland; to the

:ast of us were the real and reflected lights of down-

town.This park, which is on a dramatic bluff, is the most

rerfect park in Seattle - Magnolia Park. lt was designed

cy John C. Olmstead, who was a senior partner in

America's first landscaping architecture firm, The Olm-

;tead Brothers, and a stepson to the father of landscape

rrchitecture, Frederick Law. John C. Olmstead also

Jesigned many of the parks we met and made love in:

:he tiny Roanoke Park, the massive Seward Park and the

;empiternal Arboretum.

Close to the End. "lt seems like I have spent something

rf a summer with you, Petra," I said at the beginning of

:he end of our affair.We were on a night bus.We had just

reen together in ways that we had never been together

refore. lt seemed strange to have a person I was so fa mil-

ar with in the context of benches and bushes of local

:ity parks, or the recesses of empty, exhausted bars, sud-

lenly appear like a daily vision through the purple folds

>f your friend of a friend's shower curtains, or sitting

oo

.a a.

across from me drinking coffee in the morning, or shar-

ing a heavy meal on a dinner table that had very stable

legs. lmaglne that! Drinking wine and whiskey with you

in circumsta nces that were pla usibly domestic, that were

in the slow time of a marriage instead of the panicked

minutes of a summer affair. lf I had answered the knock

of an unknown someone at the door, I would have been

to them the man ofthe house. But there was not enough

time for us; the moments quickly passed from day to

night to day again, like the scenery on a stage set (except

ours was framed by open windows), and in that space

something else took shape, something that was even

more wonderfu I tha n you had i ma gi ned.'Actua I ly, Victor,

I think I could love you for more than a year," you said to

me, impressed by the wholesome hum of our happiness.

All of these summer pleasures entered twilight the

moment you walked toward me on the bus departing to

downtown, which was bright and at the bottom of the

hill we quickly descended. The home that was ours for

two days was a block away from South King Restaurant.

aa

fa

The End of lt A/l"Capitalist production collects the popu-

lation together in great centers," writes Marx in his love

poem Dos Capital.ln the way that heavy industry trans-

formed the very structure and nature ofthe rgth-century

city, our heavy passions transformed the substance and

character of the last city of the zoth century. After we

split - you left Seattle on August zt to study modern

dancing in Denver - I found myself coming across, and

feeling aroused by, some recess, shadowed area, or dense

park we had romanced in. The total effect of this has

been the eroticization of what was initially a desire-less

city. Because of you Seattle is now for me a place that

Prince in a purple haze of music described as the "erotic

city" - a topography that was now disorganized by and

gorged with our sun-soft caresses, sticky kisses, and

always clumsy and partially-clothed groping. I

Charles Tonderai Mudede is on associate editor for The

Stronger. He wos born in an Africans-only hospital in Que

Que (now called Kwekwe), Rhodesia (now called Zimbo'

bwe) in tg69 - Kwekwe wos, ond still is, o steel town, much

like Charles Dickens's Coketown. Mudede is also on adjunct

professor ot Pacific Lutheran lJniversity , ond his work hos

oppeored in The Village Voice, Sydney Morning Daily and

The New York Times, omong others.
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LAN DSCAPE The Shopping Experience
of Urban Gardeners

I-
I

ce nt

It in the

Even as an educatEd urban-dweller, well- To start the design process, together we defined
critical features of a destination plant nursery:

. Staffed by people passionate about plantl with
horticutture/garden design knowledge and experience

. Cr.eat s1]e*ronlplantr suited for 5an Franciscot

. mkrs{llmates :.,

.Widerrariety of rare and unusuaf plant:that will
draw customers from the entire Bay Area

. Healthy and non-invasive plants

. Enough natives to accommodate the ecological

garden zealots

the We struck upon
theories ofshopping,

escape from the dol-
a

archi!:ct

activities

unueual plants

cheaper natives.

estination nursery in

nursery, the program

eting ridiculously over-priced rare

while feeling guilty that I don't love

After

enough

anyway, to enjoy the shopping experience and feed my
desire for more plants.

Everyone agreed the secret garden nursery could NOT

My company was recently aEked to design what I con-
have row upon row of four-inch plant racks, massive

sider the perfect project: a large, d
quantities of ubiquitous annuals and a charming, but

new Muni line connecting downtown to the southeasl
sections of the city promotes gentrification. Begun more

o
o includes an indoor garden boutique, a caf6, a garden

company and offices. We've been

where the shopping experience is anchored in desire for

design/insta llation a place of retreat, a lush refuge from the urban quagmire,
large pre-engineered metal shell (45-feet wide, eight rigic

thinking a lot about how desire inforrns the utilitarian
presents a bit of a conundrum. The secret garden must

frames z5-feet on center that span zoo feet from streel

practice of selling plants. also drive high-volume retail sales, and the retailing of
to street); zo-foot-high eaves; j:12 roof pitch). The shell i:

plants is most profitable when done in the dreaded,.Best
reminiscent of flower markets, garden halls a nd nearbl

our clients, Guerrero street Gardens, came to us with a Buy" mode: racks of four-inch prants, one gailon and five
produce terminals, The clean, crisp indurtrial desigr

StreelI site, limited budget,
provides a seria I-systematic order for Guerrero

San Francisco. ln addition to a retail

to conti nue retailing

tons of enthusia

; their nursery as

vision was clear

than ro

is sched uled for completion in zoo6.) We started with ;
aloof staff. Designing a "secret garden style nursery',

years ago by ex-mayor Willie Brown, the rail line

sm and a conviction gallon on the ground nearby.
6ardens! inherently ephemeral product, and allows ara secret garden.The 5o we addressed the sh,opping experience and the ame- armature for constant evolution.

The site's organization prioritizes the beauty of plantr
gardens. The two street frontages {r5o feet on Jer

and rz5 feet on lnness) are designed as long thir

vines. A privet hedge provides the backdrop for the dem
onstration garden.

The project is scheduled for completion in spring zooT a

which point I will need to re-design my garden (again) t(
support my plant-buying habit.r

c;l
o-
3

according to Flora, one of the owners: nities that translate into increased revenue:

"The store is an oasis. Once inside, you feel like you are . Easy, off-street parking - the financial partner informed

on vacation. You feel like you are far, far away from the usthatthere is a direct corelatlon between quantity of

here to be restored. lt is a treat you give yourself. . Life-style boutique- where shoppers envision and purchase the
entire California indoor-outdoor Iiving experience, in addition to

You leave having spent an hour and a half.you had a cup ptants

of coffee. You spent $5o dollars, even though you didn't . comfortable areas to relax and workstations
really need anything. You can't wait to come back." for pranning gardens

and

roldworld outside. You want to spend lots of time looking parking and gross sales

and touching things. From time to time the plants in you r ' Caf€ (the latest trend in garden retaiting) - creating a destination
gardens, which establish the edges of the secret garder

path require that you stoop down and the leaves brush and capturing the customerfor longer periods oftime to spend
inside. Even the end walls of the steel shell follow thi:

your face as you walk by. lt smells good. There are birds more money order; the rigid steel frames are in-filled.with a wire grir

singing. You sit on a bench and take it all in. You come ' Familyandchildfriendly to support a selection of perennial vines.The remainde
for the street frontage is black iron fences, a lso covered ir

Bonnie Bridges is o principal of Bndges Architecture. She i

a passionate urban gardener yearning for an acre in th
country She lives in San Froncisco with her husband ant
twi n fve-yea r otd da u g hters.
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ln the age of corporate come-ons, pop-ups and product

placement, the endless drone of the sales pitch and the

fractured free-for-all of the advertised image, our desires

come to us second hand, packaged by the marketplace

for purchase and consumPtion.

eyes. What was formerly considered beautiful becat

coarse (Courbet), exact (Cezanne) and savage (Picass

Color went wild (Matisse) and form dug down to the rc

of reality (Malevich).
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Love for sale. Prostitution is the oldest profession, but

suiely we've aspired higher at some point in our history.

Wasn't there ever something more romantic for some-

body, buried in sex roles and conventions of the day,

something untouched by considerations of cold cash?

ldealists think so, and our culture still supports the nar-

rative of a quickened pulse that ripens into an intimate

understanding over time.

What did Modernism saytothe academic painters of t

old world, selling pre-digested dreams, suitable for fra

ing? Can't touch this. Great artists tried to shake us '

the conveyor belt of fabricated feeling, but those w

were pushing product knew how to shape the ima

world to their advantage. They rallied, imitating artists,

which encouraged the artists to imitate them back. ln

the long reign of Andy Warhol, love-for-sale has become

our culture's dominant iconography, and Andy is the

ultimate realist. Following him, postmodernists don't

believe they offer a cleansing view. The last artists to

try it were the Minimalists, who began by thinking their

product was beyond placement, only to see the least

tangible manifestations (Sol LeWitt's buried drawing)

rise like surface to air missiles on the secondary market.

ln 'A Lover's Discourse," Roland Barthes observed that

"there are moments when a patient needs to be told

that the breakdown, fear of which is wrecking his life,

has already occurred."

Many search, and some believe that they've found what

they desire in another, but Capitalism's undertow urges

them to keep paying for the privilege. Few relationships

are hardy enough to forego commercial signs of con-

tinuing devotion (gifts) and efforts to achieve perpetual

youth (product). Crow old gracefully if you dare. lf you're

female and your man has money,you risk being replaced

by a younger version of yourself. Whatever anybody says

about family values, everything's for sale, which encour-

ages mates to believe themselves entitled to the thrill

of a new person once the lover's body has lost its initial

sparkle. George Orwell, as always, got it right. The lover's

song in "r984" is short: "Under the spreading chestnut

tree, I sold you, and you sold me."

Art can't save us. There is no pure desire, untouched by

commerce, and there is no anti-desire art to fortify us

against the market forces of our culture. At best, art

offers rigor, a pause point of surprise, a call and response

development to other voices and other rooms, a passion

you don't have to buy and a point you don't need to pack-

age.The rest is static.r
How did the victory of the commercial impulse in the

intimate arena affect visual art? When capitalist comodi-

fication of desire first took root and flourished in the tgth

century, artists responded with Modernism. Make it new.

Cleanse the lens of desire to see the world with fresh

Regina Hackett is art criticfor the Seattle Post-lntelligencer.
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SURFACE:
WELCOME
TO THE AGE
OF DESIRE

Jason Tselentis
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Virginia Postrel, who wrote the Substonce of Styte,has
labeled our time as the age of aesthetics, but we could
just as easily call it the age of desire. And these days,if
you aren't drooling over some hip sports car by BMW, or
hot fashion designs by the likes of Marc Jacobs or Tom
Ford, your friends might think you,re weird. However
much you love or loathe these things, you can at least
share in the beliefthat advertising and brands are part of
our culture -a culture of consumerism and desire.

These days, there's nothing more desired than Apple,s
latest and greatest iPod. We see the high contrast ads
with flaming colors in print and observe the revved up
advertisements pumped through our televisions. The
MP3 players come in many colors, shapes and sizes and
no matterwhoyou are,chances areyou have one orwant
one. Even senior citizens can be seen with the white ear_

buds dangling over their shoulders while waiting for the
bus. Handheld devices like the ipod are unique objects
of desire, because they fit right into our most sensitive
plane - what actors and performers label an aesthetic

plane - the hand. With our hands, we experience and
elicit a wide range of interactions that translate into
emotions such as love and acceptance, whether through
hugs or handshakes. Design is deemed ,'good,,when it
meets similar human-centered emotions; it feels and
looks good, sustaining our interest and curiosity. lt tickles
our eyes, feels good in our hands and performs the job
much better than design that "looks bad,, or outdated.
What would you rather have, a wobbly stack of compact
discs in scratched-up jewel cases or an Mp3 player? The
iPod's clean lines and smooth white surface make most
consumers weak at the knees just on the merits of its
sophistication and streamlined controls. And the Black_

Berry is another example of a handheld device that caters
to ideals of simplicity; more importantly, the BlackBerry
keeps the consumer connected.

A colleague of mine recently confessed that his biggest
fear is having the lnternet go down, crashing his Web site
and leaving him without e-mailto communicate with cli,
ents and peers. For him, the BlackBerry (or as he calls it,

the CrackBerry, because he's so addicted to using it) ser_

vices a desire for information and it keeps him in touch
by always maintaining his connection with data, work,
and peers. But ultimately, don't we all need to escape and
have some fun? Despite the notions of a mobile oflice, and
the tenacity for maintaining contact through e-mail and
cell phone, nothing matters more than being rewarded
for our hard work and effort in this age of desire.

The automobile has long served Americans in a number
of functional capacities: the station wagon of the r97os,
the minivan of therggos,andthe presentdaySUVs bythe
likes of Range Rover and Hummer. Such vehicles (mon-
strous by most accounts) are intended to meet the needs
of our family gatherings and goings on, but the ,,func-

tional" nature of these crafts never really gets pushed

to the envelope. And it should come as no surprise that
during a time of aging baby boomers, there,s been more
emphasis placed on the automobile as escape - as toy
- now that these erstwhile parents have an empty nest.
Convertibles and sports cars seem all the rage, and rightly



"when you can't acquire those things, those objects that define our age of desire and

promise a better lifestyle, it's easy to think you'll become an outsider'"
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so. You'll observe middle-aged drivers zooming around

town in the compact and friendly BMW, Mini, Nissan Z

and Porsche 9tt because they promise fun and want to

fulfill desires to be young and exciting, independent from

the masses; solitude, speed, and sex appeal can be yours

once you're behind the wheel.

And if you're looking to hit the road in these toys, you've

got to look good. People will be gazing at not only your

car, but also at you, so prePare for attention. Even ifyou

don't own one of the above, you want to look good any-

way-you want to be desirable. Like the celebrities we see

in magazines and on the E! channel, it's in our nature to

be desired. Nothing helps further that longing like cloth-

ing; you don't have to spend big to look good these days,

but, of course you can if you want. Plenty of designer

labels deliver smooth fabrics that drape lightly over your

body, hugging curves and angles: from Coach to Donna

Karen, Claiborne to Kenneth Cole and Daniel Cremieux

to Calvin Klein. lf the label on your back starts with the

letters'C'or'K,'chances are yoLr'll look like a million dol-

lars. Unless it's Kmart, but that may change sooner than

you think because of another mass-merchandise store

putting pressure on the designer labels. Target, which

has been invading the "design" landscape for nearly ten

years by employing the likes of Michael Graves, Phillipe

Stark, Cynthia Rowley and lsaac Mizrahi, has fashion and

accessories that will dress you up without draining your

pocketbook. Like the Bauhaus long believed,Target wants

good design available for the masses.

When you can't acquire those things, those objects

that define our age of desire and promise a better life-

style, it's easy to think you'll become an outsider. That's

a fair assessment, but people have been trying to climb

the social ladder for ages and our society will always

be comprised of the haves and have-nots. Well beyond

these economic and social implications lies the once

popular notion that brands and corporations are evil.

While Naomi Klein bashed a majority of them in No Logo

because of her distaste for the way corporations turn the

masses into pawns, the fact is that products are good,

brands are good. Like the iPod, they have the opportu-

nity to create unique cultures that unite people. When

you notice a person with white earbuds dangling from

their ears, you know they're part of your "group" and in

rare cases you may strike up a conversation and make a

new friend. Dolling yourself up or putting on a dapper

outfit changes your persPective on things, and gives you

attention you wouldn't get in jeans and a t-shirt. Our

culture of consumerism delivers brands and goods that

have the ability to elevate our well being by making us

feel complete, or in some cases, making us feel desired. lf

you're cynical enough to find such remarks vile or impure,

then you're missing out on one of our country's greatest

qualities that overshadows the No Logo fanaticism: the

freedom to create desire and be desired. r

lason Tselentis is a designer, writer and educator based in

Charlotte, NC. He earned his MFA from the Unrversity of

Washington's Visual Communication Design program.
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THIS ISN'T
YOUR MOTHER'S
VIBRATOR
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Mari-Ruth Oda's Pebble.
lmage courtesy of the designer.

:,11 1

Tom Dixon's Bone.

lmage courtesy of Myla,
www.myla.com.

ie it
Marc Newson's Mojo. lmage
courtesy of Marc Newson Ltd

products is decidedly different

on both

It sits on the shelf ofyour local"adult toyshop,,,an icon of object should look like a sex organ.To design an alterna- Each of these pleasure
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Cities desire. More than that, they crave. Politicians take

polls and campaign contributions that express those

cravings in the language of votes and money. But are

those the things that people who live in cities truly

crave? Or just what their elected representatives crave?

And whose cravings matter more, those of the majority

(rich and poor), those of the rich alone, or those of our

so-cal led representatives?

Here's a short list of the things contemporary Northwest

cities seem to desire:

Now for the bad news. Some of these things cost more

money than elected off cials are typically willing to ask

for, and some can't be achieved at all because they're in

conflict with less-publicized realities. So cities may want

them real bad, but never get them.

Take artsy neighborhoods for upwardly-mobile profes-

sionals, for example. Talk about an oxymoron. How are

people who work 5o+ hour weeks to afford lofts and

other slick new digs going to make any interesting art?

Potato prints, maybe. But not art. Where's the angst

going to come from, or the impulse to take obsessive

risks? Upwardly-mobile people are supposed to be happy,

not angst-driven. lt's just not American to make money

and be unhappy.

Here's another one: new biotechnology districts. Wait

a minute - isn't that the same industry that brings us

genetically-modified crop plants? And aren't most Pacific

Northwest urbanites opposed to that sort of thing, along

with the environmentalists? I suppose it would be grand

to have more of it in every thriving city, and maybe it's

really not about plants at all - maybe it's about develop-

ing genetic tests that let us sort healthy humans from

humans who might get sick' So we can do something

about that. Or not. ln any case, most elected leaders want

biotech in their city. Maybe they think it'll help upwardly-

mobile neighborhoods get a little more artsy.

Then, there's that famous streetcar named desire. People

want traffic in their city to go away, basically so they can

drive.That's a real public policy dilemma. How doyou get

people to pay for new transit when most of them want

everyone else to use it, and are hoping it means they can

drive downtown in their 5UV without hitting traffic? This

one's an example where sometimes it's the people who

are the problem, refusing to pay for what they want, or

refusing to recognize that they need to actually use tran-

sit in order for it to work.

But what happens when people get out ahead of their

elected leaders on this particular craving, as happened

in Seattle over the last 8 years? Seattle was getting light

rail - very little, at a very high price and very slowly. So its

people voted to create a new public agency (the Seattle

Popular Monorail Authority) to build a t4-mile monorail,

and created a tax on car value to get thejob done.Talk

about a craving - the monorail idea passed four times at

the ballot box, even withstanding a recall vote in zoo4'

When project opponents put together a dollar figure

that included financing costs (and operations and main-

tenance for the life of the project), the papers made it

a front-page headline and the city's elected leaders

ran from the transit agency as if it were underneath a

mushroom cloud. Now it's going back to the voters for

a fifth time, because the mayor and city council with-

drew their support over the propaganda cost figures that

appeared in the press. The citizens don't know what hap-

pened - theyjust get told that the agenry is an example

of wasteful, ineff cient government. 5o unless a miracle

happens at the ballot box, Seattleites will wake up in zott

with only to miles of transit instead of 24. Score one for

the bad guys. Desire unfulfilled.

ln the end, it's easier not to want anything but a few

potholes repaired. Why "drink the Kool-Aid" - as they say

about anyone who has the guts to advocate truly better

cities - when you can buy a dark roast espresso at Star-

bucks and be bitter? I

Kristina Hill teaches urban ecologicol design at the lJniver-

sity of Washingtan, but her students don't know she's this

qrnical. She attributes it to reading too much mainstream

media this past summer and spending 8 years on Seattle's

monorail board as a volunteer.
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. Artsy, culturally-rich neighborhoods for

upper-middle-class professionals

. Biotechnology office and laboratory districts

- 6ood public schools

. Less traffic (ongestion and more rapid transit

. Better air and water qualitY

. Federal money for infrastructure' from a

Republican-dominated caPitol

. "Sprawl control" - more density, while preserving

single-family neighborhoods

. No homeless people blocking sidewalks

. Efficient, effective Sovernment that's transParent

and genuinely repretentative

' "strong" elected leaders who listen to people

in single-family neighborhoods



EXTREME
READING

You eat becauseyou haveto, it sustainsyou. But onceyou
get past the basics of hydration and calories, what you eat
and how you eat is determined by your own peculiar, and
in the most literal sense, taste, by what can satisfy your
sweet tooth or your sour tooth, your savory or unsavory
desires. You eat some things because they are good for
you, but there are only so many hours in a day, so many
days in a life, so you also consume other things solely
because you want to, because you have some craving,
some urge, some visceral longing that only this particu-
lar thing can fulfill. To be polite you,ll eat whatever the
people who invitedyou to din ner at their house have made
for you, but when you go out you won,t order something
you don't like and if something shows up on your plate
in some brownish sauce or gelatinous pool or that gets
in your caw or goes down wrong or doesn,t appeal, you
turn away from it, discreetly if you can, but if you can,t, if
push comes to shove, if spit comes to fore, you hawk it or
gag it or cough it out and you don't care whose watching.

I can't finish books I think are bad. I can,t get through
somebody's prose that reads to me like sucaryl or some
brownish lumpy sticky sauce or is salt-and-peppered or
soy-sauced beyond a shadow of its former self, that,s
watered down or stupid or pretentious.

Anthropologically speaking, we all recognize there are
taboos on what we should not eat. But no one agrees
about evefihing.

We're taught to read because we need to to get through
our culture, to read road signs and the names of stuff at
the grocery store, to sign our names on documents when
we marry or when we ought to be able to marry. This kind
of reading is like hydration and calories. you need it to
survive. lf you don't get it you get rickets. lf you are illiter-
ateyou are probably poor,you're missing something basic
from your diet and you'll die sooner than you should.

But then after we've taken care of our basic needs, we,rt
taught to read in ways that our"good for us,',a groundinl
in the humanities to broaden our minds, etc., then finallr
to give us pleasure. At this level we decide what we like

chicken or fish, poached or grilled, comics or Rilke, fhr
New York Times,O'Henry,Barbara Cartland, tacos, cheese

Extreme Reading is a kind of being a cannibal. you takt
a book, like a piece offood, and eat it. For sustenance,fo
blood, if not to ritually ingest the soul or heart or powe
of your enemy or someone who you loved. you take it ir
and chew it, grind and tear it down to the smallish bits
to things that you can swallow down. your rid yoursel
of some of it and keep some of the rest. Sometime:
you keep what may not be the best for you. your bodr

knows what's good for you, but sometimes you don'
listen. The things you eat and keep become a part o
you. You recreate inside yourself, with caverns, juices

processes you can and can't control, a kind of meat

When you read a book,you read what someone else wrott
but you also read your own book. you may read all th,
words or not, but the words you keep, that stick to you
ribs and keepyou awake,dyspeptic, bilious,worried in th,
night,or nourishyou as if to health,that may becomeyou
muscle, bone or heart are words shape as you desire, no

only or even the book that was written by someone elsr
The bookyou read is whatyou want;you will it intoyour:

Rebecca Brown
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A book is a thing that someone made from things yor
think that you can understand (words in a languagr
you think you know). you take it in and though yot
think you are sophisticated, a connoisseur, or at leas

someone with manners enough to wield a knife anr
fork and know to not talk with stuff in your moutl
your big wide gaping frothing sucker open. you knov
that whatever it is, a ham and cheese on Jewish rye

or popcorn or lobster or foie de something, no matte
how humble or fine, you'll break it down into broker
things that can be used by you, your wanting flesl



very time you read a book you read what you desire'

very time you read a book you make that book your own'

or the last several years I have been making cut n paste

ollages or illuminating manuscripts or, in the words of

r librarian former friend of mine, defacing books. l'm

ollowing in (or just ripping off)the tradition of Tom Phil-

ips, Orton and Halliwell and everyone else doing "altered

exts" these days. I get a book, usually a book I think is

illy or innocuous, not great because I can't quite yet des-

:crate the things I think I love. One of the first of these

found at the municipal dump outside a small town in

Jew Hampshire. I had gone to the dump with some

'isual artist friends who were scavenging for materials'

ly friends had to paythe dump for things like bed springs

rnd auto parts,engines and tool handles and fence posts'

he only things the dump was giving away free were

rooks. They were trying to get rid of them. Unlike the

naterials the visual artists wanted, the books did not

rave neat little hinges or squeaky things, they only had

vilted, moldy, dirty or stuck-together pages. You couldn't

nake something cool out of books that you could stand

rp in your yard or hang your coat on or put flowers in'The

,ooks were taking up room and creating a fire hazard' No

,ne had read these books for years and probably no one

vas ever going to read them again. These books were

tterly useless. I loved them for that. I took some home'

very book you read includes the story of your life.

very book you read you make the story of your life'

think, in some sense, every writer is frustrated. There are

o many books out there that your book will never mea-

ure up to. There are also so many books out there that

re incredibly shitty, worse than than anything you would

rrite on your very worst day, yet they got published'

Aaybe people even bought them. Maybe they were even

opular. But they,like some actually great books, languish

in libra ries, u nchecked out for ages or get tossed into some

tatty z5 cent bin outside some pathetic store that is going

out of business or just thrown right into the garbage'

Last year I found, for a dollar at one ofthese bookshops

in Vermont, a book called I Want to Be a Lady. lWont to

Be a Lady,by Maximilian Foster, 1926, is a comic western

romance that tells the story of an Eastern girl who, in late

lgth-century America, goes West where she encounters

the laugh-inducing antics of a group of lovable cowboys

and scrappy,"unladylike"frontier folk. Though our hero-

ine wants to be a lady (i.e. live a genteel, back-East style

life), she realizes that the lovable cowboys and scrappy

frontier folk are warm hearted and good and she is hap-

pier being the honest frontier wife of a lovable cowboy

than a proper back-East Lady. I Want to Be o Lody,how-

ever, contains within it an entirely other book, which I

discovered through severe editing. I went through the

book, page by page, for more than a yeal and painted

or colored or collaged over most of the words, leav-

ing only the words that told the story I needed to tell'

My book, the book I desired, contained therein, is titled,

I Want a Lady and it is a woeful autobiography about a

doomed lesbian romance I had with an older, uh, lady,

when I was young and still believed the things I read'

Every time you read a book you read what you desire'

Every book you read includes the story of your life. r

Rebecca Brown is the outhor of mony books

and the creator of mony altered texts. Her

new book,The Last Time l SawYou, will be

published by City Lights in lanuary, zoo6-

NOTES:The altered texts made by playwright

)oe Orton and his lover Kenneth Halliwell are

described in John Lahr's biography Prick up

Your Ears (KnopJ, 1978).

Tom Phitlips'great and beoutiful altered text,

the daddy of us oll, isThe Humument, which

you should look up at www.tomphillips.co.uk

and humument.com.
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DESIRING THE ACr...
THE EXPERIENCE
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As a photographer, I seem to desire an awful lot. Or at
least, I want to photograph an awful lot. I don,t desire the
object of my intention, but the very act of photographing.
It's been sa id that photographic depiction is a way of hav-
ing a kind of proxy experience of reality, a way of hiding
behind a safe, powerful and voyeuristic stance _ making
photographs in lieu of direct involvement in the real-

But what if the act of photographing is the experience l,m
after? And why is photographing architecture, for exam-
ple, less of an experience of the architecture than just
being there, without photographing? I know for certain
that my experience is heightened, not diminished, by the
act of photography, and anyway, we all maintain some
kind of distance in our lives, perhaps with the exception
of those fortunate enough to have a kind of mental ill-
ness that allows for no such distinction.

5q what am I really desiring in my photographic work?
Do I really want to experience...to posses every rock in
the desert l'm photographing? Every structure, vista,
street theatre, woman or man, known or unknown to
me? Maybe I want a little of that...maybe. But I certainly
desire the photograph. Even more, I desire the act of
photographing. The rush of the moment of split_second
recognition, valuation and response embedded in an
overarching awareness of thousands of photographs I

and hundreds of others have made within the history of
the medium; the differences between me and all those
others who have made pictures before me, and, all impor_
ta ntly, the tone of the image - that su btle and persuasive
resonance with the instant, the light, framing, meaning
and configuration. To sidestep the obvious, to see what
others could not have prepared themselves to see, in that
very particular way.

I spent a month photographing the Berlin Wall in r9g7.The
dark, brooding power of its brutalist design - an architec_
ture of containment, control and division - provided one of
the closest brushes with the obvious in my photographic
work. But even then I treasured my neutral stance. What I

wanted - desired - was to let the Wall, towers and cross-
ings tell their own story, to speak for themselves. lt,s the
same for me in my street work, in the studio, in architec_
ture and the landscape. I only need to observe, leaving the
meaning implicit, explaining as little as possible. Listen to
the native language. Cet out of the way.

I desire to show, with very little intervention, aspects of
life that can be seen, and that's its own reward. I don't
want to go home with my subject, but I do want to go
home with a photographic experience, maybe even a

photograph. You might say t'm addicted to depiction,
or, as the Jesuit definition of "vice" goes, to a sin that,s
become a habit. Find yourself by losing yourself. Trust the
process, hope for the blossom. r

Michael Burns is o photographer working proJessionalty

with a rch itect u re a nd la n ds ca pe H i s pe rson a I p h otog ra p h i c

work has been widely exhibited and collected interna_
tionally over the last jo years. For more information visit
www.m i ch ae I b u r n s p h oto.co m

Michael Burns
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Anne Gould
Hauberg
Fired by Beauty

Barbara Johns

Anne Gould Hauberg is legendarY

for her advocacY of artists, the

creative spirit, and the handmade

object. A major figure in Seattle's

cultural life, she has been an

instigator of ideas for innumerable

people and organizations.

Her openness to creative possibility

contribtlted most fameuslY to the

beginnings of the Pilchuck Glass

school This bookcelebrates her

life of commitment, filled with

passion for beautY and for

universal a{cess to art.

Cloth, 540.00
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OPENING IN FEBRUARY 2OO6:

Roy l-ichte"nstein:
"Prints 

1965*97

Henry Art GallerY
Faye G. Allen Center for the Visual Arts

ll to 5 TuesdayJhrough SundaY' Free admission ThursdaYs, ll to 8'

Organized {or the Henry Art Gallery bY Chiel Curalor Elizabelh Brown' Exhibilion design concepi

by Annie Han and Daniel Mihalyo of Lead Pencil Sludio' Generously supported by ArtsFund'

thc Naliorral Erldowlnelrt tor the Arts, the Washinglon Stare Arls Cottttnissiorl. Lawrirrlore Pr ojecl'

and donors lo the.Hcnry Gallery Association'

15th Avenue NE and NE 41st Street, Seattle / www'henryart'org
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Street addresses, an integral part of a city,s system for
identifying the location of lots and buildings, generally
designate places and spaces. This regulatory system
of names and numbers associates residents with their
whereabouts and indicates where a person, business or
institution can be found. The alleys in Vancouver, how-
ever, while technically defined as streets of a certain
(limited) width, are not included in the designation sys_

tem given to streets. "The city doesn,t normally name
alleys because the practice would double the number
of street names in the city, present delivery problems
for mail carriers and interfere with emergency vehicles,
which often use alleys," says Larry Cantrell, the city,s clerk
on the street-naming committee. Because buildings
cannot front onto alleys, and because the entire alley_
way system was created to accommodate city services
such as electrical lines and garbage disposal, the status
of alleys is always that of something secondary, often of
something "other." As the backside or out_of_sight space
that hides the messy reality of a working city, the space
of the alleys is often forgotten or avoided.As the domain
of dumpsters and clutter, they are nonetheless host to
informal economies and systems of exchange.

ln January 2oo5, SPACEAGENCy announced an open
international design competition to reconceive of
Vancouver's alleys as FRONTIERSpACEs, new frontiers
within the city. Considering these frontiers as the bor_

der that separates the known and accepted from the
unknown, the competition sought innovative ideas that
transformed the public's consideration of the urban
fabric. The objective of the design competition was to
explore the potential of alleys through the development
of a design intervention that considered multiple forms
ofoccupation across the span ofa z4-hour day.The inter-
ventions were to be conceived of as a vital urban public
space in which different activities, planned and sponta_
neous, could take place.

For three days in August the winning and commissioned
competition entry, Balloon Caught, by Tokyo architects
Satoshi Matsuoka and yuki Tamura, was installed in a

Vancouver alley. The urban installation, designed to be
mounted and dismounted in less than a day, featured
light air-filled glowing nylon orbs measuring fifteen
to thirty feet in diameter wedged between buildings.
Balloon Caught drew local residents, planners, tour_
ists, school classes, families and designers to explore
the public space through an array of programmed and
spontaneous activities. As described by Michael Cordon,
Senior Planner at the City of Vancouver, the.Asian_infused
surreal experience of cylindrical forms in a rectilinear
environment" promoted a shift in perception of the alley
by introducing a sense of destination and place. Spatially,
the presence of the soft white forms overhead brought
enclosure and continuity to the alley, encouraging the
public to reconsider the forgotten or avoided space com_

monly associated with infrastructure, garbage and illicit
activity. What is significant about Balloon Caught is

that while it reconceptualized the space of the alley, it
maintained all existing functions. The alley was not
reprogrammed or masked, but was re_presented as an
occupiable public space.
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Vht is that with in ou r cities,

1ue potentials for public gathering'

The provocation in Balloon Caught is that within our

cities, spaces exist that offer unique potentials for pub-

lic gathering. That alleys don't have addresses and are

therefore outside of the system of naming and desig-

nation can be considered their greatest asset. lf a street

address locates place in the spatial and cultural context,

then being non-addressed is to resist stabilization and

singularity, social expectation and compartmentaliza-

tion. Undesignated, undefined, informal, the space of

the alley provides the opportunity for open-ended, play-

ful activities and thus for a vibrant civic life to unfold. As

Herbert Marcuse points out, "The play impulse does not

aim at playing'with'something; rather it is the play of life

itself, beyond want and external compulsion ... and thus

the manifestation of freedom itself." Rather than to proj-

ect the familiar experience of the streets onto the alley,

Balloon Caught made space for spatially and socially

discrete activities in a city of delineated, regulated and

over-programmed public space. From an opening night

party to an exhibition of selected com petition entries to a

family event featuring stilt performers to curious pedes-

trians following the evening glow, the installation drew

over 3ooo people into the otherwise sparsely occupied

alley. Given the city's predilection towards the surround-

ing topography, the majority of Vancouver's civic life and

Frontierspace winning design, Balloons

active public spaces are oriented towards the water and

landscape. FRONTIERSPACE and Balloon Caught highlight

the potential ofexisting inner-city spaces to redirect pub-

lic activity to the center of the city.

SPACEAGENCY's future projects will continue to explore

the potential of the public realm. Working with the

mandate "making space for knowledge and discussion of

architecture in the public realm" upcoming projects that

include Private Surfaces for Public Pleasure will inves-

tigate the relationship between private property and

the public domain. r

Mori Fujita and Oliver Neumann are principals of the

Vancouver-based design frm Studro Fujita Neumonn,

Both are Assistant Professors at the University of British

Columbio Schoot of Architecture ond Londscape Architec-

ture, ond members of SPACEAOENCY. Gavin Mackenzie is

an intern-architect and orchitectural photographer based

in Voncouver.
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WHO WANTS TO BE A PIECE OF PAPER? BY A FREELANCE ILLUSTRN]
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This week,the Department of Agriculture unveiled a radi-

cal redesign of a beloved staple of American culinary life:

the Food Pyramid. I feel sad.

The government's attempts to modify American diets

have a fascinating history. I have fond memories of the

old food pyramid, which was modified many times over

the past years but maintained its basic configuration'

Even as a child, I found it pretty easy to understand'

At the bottom sat the firm foundation: Crains' Six to

eleven servings daily! That's a lot of Wonder Bread' Next

tier up were two groups of things that were less fun to

eat, Fruits and Vegetables. The idea of eating vegetables

every day as a child seemed absolutely bizarre to me'

particularly the three to five servings the pyramid sug-

gested.That would mean eating vegetables for breakfast'

for god's sake. I never heard of that'Above that,two more

categories, Dairy and Meat. I liked milk, so that was fine'

The interesting thing about the meat group was that it

included meat, fish and beans' I often wondered what

kinds of influence lowly beans had to exert to get ele-

vated up there next to meat.

Finally, appropriately set at the very pinnacle of the pyra-

mid, was the only thing that made eating any fun at all:

Sweets. "Use sparingly," we were advised, subtly and

appropriately casting us as "user5'"

While the principles of the old pyramid were graspable'

it was sometimes hard to reconcile those principles with

my actual diet. Where, for instance, would I fit in one of

the foods I most enjoyed using, Oreos? The outside was

cakey and crunchy, sort of like bread, so I guess they

were partly Crain. The creamy white inside seemed like

milk, so they must be Dairy as well' Obviously they were

sweet, but not that much: I mean, I never actually put

sugar on Oreos. Finally, I had never knowingly consumed

oil or fat, both of which sounded disgusting' 5o I would

count Oreos as two thirds Crain, one-third Diary' with a

little bit Sweet thrown in. A serving was always hard to

calculate, so I would simply estimate it was reasonably

as possible: about half of one of the three rows in a full

bag, or about eight Oreos.

The new pyramid has none of the bracing clarity of the

old one. As a seasoned graphic designel I find myself

with the dismaying ability to look beyond any new design

and see the interminable series of meetings that was its

genesis.The brief the Department of Agriculture gave its

consultant, Porter Novelli, must have been daunting'

First, it retained the beloved pyramid form, but elimi-

nated its implied hierarchy to displace Sweets from its

position as King of All Food. So now we have something

that can only be described as a pie chart made from only

one slice of (inverted) pie. The usefully vague "serving"

unit has been replaced with specific measures like cups

and ounces; this means that relative amounts can no

longer be compared, rendering the barely visible differ-

ences between the various grouPs meaningless without

a key. ln the fancier version of the pyramid, the key is

represented by an uneasy combination of drawings and

photographs of food items that appear to be carelessly

piled at the structure's base.

Finally, someone has dictated that exercise must be

represented as part of the equation' 5o one side of the

pyramid has been turned into a staircase, mounted

enthusiastically by one of those odd, neutered sprites

that you see everywhere in public sector graphics:

neither young nor old, male nor female, raceless and

faceless, representing everyone and no one' (l under-

stand why they never have breasts or penises' But why

do they never have hands or feet?)

I can clearly imagine this last transformative addition

to the pyramid. There must have been one person in all

those meetings who kept asking the same question: but

how can we integrate exercise into the Pyramid? Finally:

here, give me the pencil; what if you just did it like this?

Can you just clean this up? Porter Novelli, who suppos-

edly charged 2.5 million bucks for all their work on this

project, which includes an interactive element to render

twelve customized versions (hence, "MyPyramid") and a

pretty zippy website, earned every penny'

Graphic designers are often asked to reduce compli-

cated ideas to simple diagrams' Sometimes it's possible'

but often it's not. ln this case, what we're left with is

something that is well-intentioned but dysfunctional'

The new food pyramid is what a friend of mine would

call a cat's breakfast, except it has vegetables in it'

And everyone knows that not even a cat would eat

vegetables for breakfast. r

Michoel Bierut studied graphic design at the University of

Cincinnati's College of Design, Architecture, Art and Plan'

ning. He is o partner at Pentagrom, New York' Bierut's work

is represented in the permanent collections of the Museum

of Modern Art ond the Metropolitan Museum of Art in NY'

and the Musee des Arts Decorotifs, Montreal' He served

as president of the NY Chopter of the A|GA from ry88 to

t9go, and is president emeritus of AICA National' Michael

is a Senior Crrtic in Orophic Design ot the Yale School of Art

Reprinted with the writer's permission from the Design

Obse rve r http : / / www.d esi g n obse rve r'com'
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Maybe it's because I refuse to let my subscriptions to
Dwell magazine run out (and ARCADE for that matter!),
but l've developed this modernist inferiority complex.
It seems that nothing I sit on, write with, look at, drive
in, drink out of, sleep under, wear, carry, see through, or
even mow is ever quite cool enough. The worst time of
year for me is Christmas. I struggle with the same con_
sumerist impulses the next American does, but there is
something more insidious that obsesses me. I call it the
"Dwell Syndrome."you know what I am talking about: an
unquenchable craving for cool modern stuff I can,t have.

The recent September issue of the magazine really
brought me down. lt features a fabulous modernist house
in Mexico for an architect and his very i la mode family.
Not only is the designer a groovy looking guy, his wife is
gorgeous (as all Dwell wives seem to be) and his young
kids are hip. There is one shot of his boy having a very very
trendy christening party. Even all the neighborhood kids
look designery. Nothing is ever frumpy in this magazinel

This got me thinking about how my kids are getting in
the way of my modernist self-esteem. I have 3 boys ages
rz, ro and 8. They are not Dwell magazine kids. They never
look bathed, they don't speak a foreign language, they
have cracked or broken virtually every piece of pseudo-
art we have in the house, they put dorky posters on their
walls, they never align anything, they purposely wear
uncoordinated outfits and have little regard for my Corbu
chair. They do have strong opinions, though, about mod_
ern architecture: they think it,s cold, not cool! Kerry my
wife (who many of you know from past articles), loves
the modern aesthetic too, but is really more interested in
our kids having a fun and balanced childhood.

So as this Christmas draws near I can again feel the tug
of the "Dwell Syndrome,,on my mental wellbeing. I find
myself struggling with the subtle impulse to influence
my family's aesthetic values, as well as my own craving
for this utopian chic. I subconsciously see Christmas as
an opportunity to bring our house closer to an enlight_

ened design balance."Let's get rid of someToys-R_Us junk
and buy some really neat learning toys!,,,,But dad, I want
a fluffu whale." "What about a build-it-yourself Rietveld
chair?""8-O-R-t-N-G dad!""Hey kids, instead of ,de fluffo,,
you get 'De Stijl?""'What a grinch dad!,,To confess how
pathetic I am, l've actually set a stack of Dwellmagazines
in front of my children and let them pick out their favorite
toys.They've pointed out that there usually aren,t toys in
those houses. They rebelled last time by talking my wife
into buying them each large Disneyland snow globes.

(Lest you think l'm obsessive, let me sidetrack for a

moment by tellingyou about an article I read concerning
Richard Mier's family life. He wouldn,t allow his daugh_
ter to have any color in her room, or wear any colol but
white. lt's safe to say she,s probably had some major
therapy in her life.)

Seething and submerged most of the yeal Kerry notes
that my modernist envy bubbles to the surface around
the holidays. She especially sees me sweat as the kids
open large gifts from the grandparents, even after I insist
that they just buy clothes (preferably black or white)
or art books. She gets special sinister pleasures from
hearing our parents mention we can return the gifts to
Wal-Mart.

I admit l'm a design snob and I project it on my family
- my family that is not capturing my progressive design
aesthetic. I know I will try to convince my sons to pile their
boxes of mass manufactured toys into my vintage white
1965 Austin Healy and exchange them for stuff that will
make our house look more Dwell_ish. Like last year, my
son will point out that even if they did go along with my
notions, all those toys would have to be loaded into our
r998 Dodge Caravan instead. Oh,yeah... I
Ron is an architect and regulor writer for ARCADE. He
is excited to be contrihuting to Side yard agoin after
having his lost really funny and enlightening article
rejected by the droconian editorial staff. He just updated
his subscriptions to both ARCADE ond Dwell, but Kerry
is hiding them through the hotidoys.you con reach him
at ronv@mithun.com.
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Why can't my sons be just
a little more "Dwellish?"
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ln a foul DIY mood I cracked oPen a copy of A Pottern

Longuage,which my sister maintains will not only help

me plan my kitchen remodel, but will change my life' Not

familiar with Christopher Alexander and company? ln

the late 7os, they broke down urban planning and archi-

tecture into essential elements, such that anyone could

create utopian cities, Sarages and window seats' l've

become obsessed with this book and its train-wreck of

a graphics scheme, this strange set of mutually referring

chapters illustrated with what look like tiny black-and-

white travel snapshots and back-of-napkin sketches'

Frustrated with designing my kitchen, l've instead made

a game of rewriting the patterns to suit my family' Don't

work too hard trying to understand the strange flow of

Alexandrian paragraphs and fonts. Just get the gist of it

and then join in with your own patterns'

Bears do it, so why shouldn't children?

Kids resist admitting to adults that they need to stop

their play in order to go potty. Therefore, they need

places in the yard to do so without time-consuming

bathroom rituals like door-shutting and hand-washing'

Wise adults grant this privilege, after cautions against

scandalizing the neighbors and stunting the dahlias'

Therefore:

Designate places in the yard where children can Paute

to pee.

To aid in the protection of the dahlias, employ RAISED

FLOWERS (245). For obvious reasons, avoid locating in

ROOF GARDENS (rt8).

7a(a) KITTIES

..The pattern ANIMALS (74) contends that our human-

ized pets provide neither "emotional sustenance nor"'

ecological connections." However, STAIR SEATS (rz5) and

the ENTRANCE TRANSITIONS (rrz) both fall short without

faithful felines.

195(e) 5TAIRCASE VOLUME, Rrvtstreo

... STAIRCASE AS A STACE (r33) and the original STAIRCASE

VOLUME (r95) patterns dealwellwith the aesthetics,flow

and practicalities of stairs, but don't address the need to

escape from the BED ALCOVE (r88) through the FARM-

HOUSE KITCHEN (r39)' "Volume," in the revised pattern'

refers to acoustics.

People say to pets what they long to say to each other'

Nobody can resist a kitty. Kitties on a front stoop invite

the community to partake in a family's affection without

crossing boundaries of personal space' People ask inane

questions of homeowners to establish a relationship that

legitimizes their attachment to the kitties' Some people

are so transported by kitty love that they abandon their

plans and lie down on the parking strip with the house-

hold kitty. This serves as a daily model for children in

sharing and communitY-building'

Therefore:

lnstall one or mole fat, furry kitties on the front stoop'

Stairs that announce every coming and going of a

house's residents induce claustrophobia, eventually

leading to the breakdown of the family unit'

Creaky wooden staircases evoke sweet memories of tip-

toeing around so as not to wake the baby' Scaling them

after a long day lulls one into the first stages of sleep' so

comforting is the familiar noise' They may even sell an

old house to a sentimental prospective buyer' But studies

show that only a tiny number of proposed post-bedtime

escapes are successful if the home has a creaky stair-

case.This sets the stage for conflict between parents and

children, just as the children are naturally seeking inde-

pendence and establishing their own identities' 5uch

conflict delays separation and can ultimately lead to

either a premature or delayed empty nest'

Therefore:

Build stairs of solid materials. Do not assume that stair

noises are worthy of preservation' lnstead, fortif'! taggy'

creaky old stairs with new reinforcements underneath

everyjoint.

Choose breeds like Tabby and Tortoiseshell for their coats

of WARM COLORS (z5o). You'll suddenly notice OLD PEo-

PLE EVERYWHERE (+o).

2a1(o) PEE SPOTS (lx.r., SEAT SPoTs, Rsvtsrrto)

...Kids, like ANIMALS (74), need places to squat' Locate

near TREE SPACES (t7r), or perhaps a BUILDINC EDGE

(16o), preferably in a SUNNY PLACE (t6t)'

One caveat to this pattern: CHILDREN lN THE CITY (SZ)

who have access to a quiet staircase are often found

DANCING lN THE STREET (53) and SLEEPING lN PUBLIC

(g+).r

Capitol Hillwriter Jone Rodke Slade,Jed up with D|Y'finally

broke down and hired o kitchen designer' After looking

over the plons, a local cabinet salesperson said it best:"This

tooks tike o poin in the oss. t'm not sure we even wont to

do this."
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Log0hs
A Vintoge Americon pottery Shop

Modern Homes
Unusual Homes
Artist's Homes
Homes for Sale

Novelty Architecture
Vern acular Arch itecture

Googie Architecture

www. SeattleDream H om es. com
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Marlow C. Harris
lntemational president,s Elite

Cclldwell Banker Bain Associates
Phone zo6.3z g.17L)j

GOTJDY/.'"nXnucTroN

10777 Main Street
Bellevue, Washington 9BOO4

$eattle

425.455.1258 I info@goudycc.com

14

I l6 S. Woshington Street, Seottle, WA 9gl04oN occrDENnlianx rN HrsroRrc proNEER souARE
206-682-6162 . www.logunopotfery.com

w

Goudy Construction Company
provides an indhiduat approach to
planning and executing each unique
project, bringing out the special
parts that make the projec,t integrate
into the surrounding environment.
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land Use Appeals

Environmental litigation

Adverse Possession

Real Estate Transactions

Funke,=
Legal Representation for Reat Estate lnvestors.

2110 North Pacific Street
Suite 100
Seattle, Washington gg103
www.funkelaw.com
206.632.1535o
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+ 3D Animation
Video Production
Interactive Media
Photo Simulation

Architecture
Interior Design
Transportation
Urban Design

Design Visualization Newlands & Company,Inc. S03 ZgZ g000 www.nc3d.com
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Towano a New Rrctoua LISM : ET.tvtRoNMENTAL
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Bv Davto E. M I LLER

Toward o New Regionalism is a peculiar combination of

monograph and textbook. lt includes projects designed

by the author's firm, but other buildings as well. lt uses

prosaic categories (earth, wind, fire and air) but also

employs scaled diagrams of mechanical systems. The

parts of the book are very very good. At its best it is a

poetic textbook: comPlete, pithy, compelling. But the

whole is defeated by the scope and structure ofthe book.

The scope is too narrow, temporally and geographically,

and there is too much structure in the book, too many

categories and divisions.

The first two chapters of Toward a New Regionalism,

detailing the climate and history of Cascadia, are quite

engaging. Dave Miller gives us thoughtful definitions of

sustainability, definitions that do not (praise be) include

the color green. The first comes quickly, on page 35: "The

primary goal of sustaina bility is to produce elegant archi-

tecture that utilizes a combination of the best ancient,

proven building approaches and the best technological

advances."The second comes in the glossary:"Design in

which energy use is minimized and renewable resources

are maximized; creates an enduring architecture that

works with nature's systems and cycles."

The third chapter introduces the environmental strategies

on which each project will be evaluated: earth (topog-

raphy, siting), wind (ventilation), fire (sunlight, daylight

and heat) and water (use and conservation). Purposely

more poetic than scientific, these categories emphasize

the buildings'connections to the Pacific Northwest and

regionalism. Sustainability is posited as a natural result,

not the end goal. Every now and then, a quiet, self-con-

sciously precise tip sneaks in: "orient PV panels at the

latitude plus fifteen degrees" or "accept air at the high

pressure side of the building".

The flaws in the structure of the book become apparent

in the case study section. The projects are divided into

four restrictive chapters: Site; Resource-Conservi ng Build-

ing; climate-Responsive Enclosure; and Technology and

Materials. This is too much organization; these catego-

ries detract from the integrative nature of sustainability

that Miller espouses. The first part of the book empha-

sizes the holistic approach that Northwest architects

have taken, historically, but then the current Northwest

work is separated by scale.The narrow scope ofthe book

is betrayed by this section as well: of the t5 projects, th ree

are by MillerlHull. More significantly, nine of the case

studies highlight Puget Sound buildings. This issue was

raised when Dave Miller spoke at the Seattle Architec-

ture Foundation on September z8; he responded that he

knew the buildings more intimately. An honest answer,

but a goal for subsequent books should be a more even-

handed read on the region.

While I criticize the structure, the case study program

choices are varied and bold (wastewater treatment facil-

ity, a dump and office buildings). Also, the absence of

low-density examples speaks loudly to density as a value

of sustainability and this message is delivered without

the use of a soapbox. Large houses are used as examples

of historic Northwest School projects but they are refresh-

ingly absent from the examination of the present.

At the Seattle Architecture Foundation lecture, Miller

emphasized that "what is going on here in the Northwest

is truly significant," and he decided to write the book to

"get the word out" about a model of work that is beauti-

ful and sustainable. Miller answers the question, "where

do we go from here?" with a slew of progressive verbs:

continuing, keep going, doing the same thing; the verbs

themselves speak to maintenance. The goal for this New

Regionalism, with its inherent sustainability, is simulta-

neously a planned obsolescence (sustainability will be an

assumption) and ubiquity in the Northwest.

Toword a New Regionallsm does serve notice to the inter-

national architecture community: The Pacific Northwest

has quietly and intuitively integrated sustainability into

our buildings for a decade - and they're beautiful build-

ings, an absolutely essential quality of both the New

Regionalism and of sustainability. The projects have in

common an integration with the regionaltopography, an

understanding and use of natural light, reliance on natu-

ral ventilation, and creative uses of and for water' And,

while the whole is disjointed and overbearing, the parts

are delightful and inspiring. r

Seottle resident Christina Bollo is o designer of offordable hous-

ing and determined odvocote of sustainable orchitedure-

r74 pgs, UW Press, $3o.
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